
Kislépték and Védegylet held their national workshop this Monday May 6th, 2019 
with the aim of grounding professional cooperation on social/societal/common good 
economy.
The event was the fruit of a collaboration with the Hungarian Charity Service of the Order 
of Malta who are currently cooperating with 9 Central European partner organisations for a 
3 year period to implement a transnational project aimed at developing and testing tools 
and methods for helping social enterprises (SENTINEL).

The goal of the organisers with the 
National Workshop was to create a 
cross-sectoral dialogue and network 
a m o n g t h e d i f f e r e n t a c t o r s .  
Cooperation between the actors of 
social/societal/common good economy 
and especially the producers, serving 
the public good, can be achieved 
through an objective positive social 
impact in a possible legislative process.
The learnings from the international 
study tours of the BOND project (eg. 
Spanish legal measures, Valencia 
Province social economy legislation, the application of the public good economy in the 
catering service, Dutch care farms, etc.) have greatly contributed to the vision of the 
workshop.

There were more than 20 participants: representatives of policy makers and of the 
legislative sector (FAO, Ministry of Interior Affairs - Coordination Department of the Social 
Cooperatives, Ministry of Human Resources, State Secretary of Social Affairs, Financial 
Support and Occupational Rehabilitation Department, Ministry of Finance - Labor Market 
Programs Department), of researchers (Environmental Social Sciences Research Group, 
private research institutions and from the national academia), of funding bodies, and 
different advocacy groups (National Chamber of Agriculture, Small Producers Advocacy 
Group,  Association of Social Farms, Social Entreprises, etc.).

The participants actively discussed a possible list of 
recommendations that will be shared in the 
upcoming weeks among themselves and other 
actors wishing to get implicated in the process. 
Thus, the resulting recommendations from this 
collaboration can be presented on June 5th, 2019 
at the Parliament, and be the base of a 
Memorandum of Understanding among the 
parties.  

https://www.interreg-central.eu/Content.Node/SENTINELcontent.html

